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This article on the a posteriori error analysis of the obstacle problem with affine obstacles and Courant finite
elements compares five classes of error estimates for accurate guaranteed error control. To treat interesting
computational benchmarks, the first part extends the Braess methodology from 2005 of the resulting a pos-
teriori error control to mixed inhomogeneous boundary conditions. The resulting guaranteed global upper
bound involves some auxiliary partial differential equation and leads to four contributions with explicit con-
stants. Their efficiency is examined affirmatively for five benchmark examples. © 2012 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. Numer Methods Partial Differential Eq 00: 000–000, 2012
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I. INTRODUCTION

The a posteriori error analysis is well developed for variational problems of second-order elliptic
partial differential equations with explicit constants and at least five different types of error esti-
mators. Considerably less is known about the a posteriori error control for variational inequalities,
in particular, for its model obstacle problem [1–8]. Braess’ error estimator split for an obstacle
problem [6] leads to some computable term with an extended discrete Lagrange multiplier plus
the Galerkin discretization error of an auxiliary variational equation.

Given a bounded Lipschitz domain � ⊂ R
2 with boundary ∂� and its closed subset �D of

positive surface measure, the data of the obstacle problem are the right-hand sides f ∈ H 1(�)

and g ∈ L2(�N) on �N := ∂�\�D plus the Dirichlet data uD ∈ C0(�D) edgewise in H 2 and the
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2 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

obstacle χ in H 1(�) ∩ C0(�) with χ ≤ uD along �D . The weak form relies on the closed and
convex set

K := {v ∈ H 1(�)|v = uD on �D and χ ≤ v a.e. in �} �= ∅.

The obstacle problem reads: Seek u ∈ K such that

a(u, u − v) ≤ F(u − v) for all v ∈ K . (1.1)

Here and throughout the paper, we use standard notation for Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces and
denote the energy norm

||| · ||| := a(·, ·)1/2

with respect to the bilinear form a in H 1(�),

a(u, v) :=
∫

�

∇u · ∇v dx (1.2)

for all u ∈ uD + V and v ∈ V := {v ∈ H 1(�)|v|�D
= 0}. The right-hand side F in the dual V �

of V reads

F(v) :=
∫

�

f v dx +
∫

�N

gv ds for all v ∈ V . (1.3)

It is well known that (1.1) has a unique solution [9–11].
Given a regular triangulation T of � in the sense of Ciarlet [12, 13] with nodes N and nodal

basis (ϕz|z ∈ N )of the first-order finite element method, the nodal interpolation of v ∈ C0(�)

reads

Iv =
∑
z∈N

v(z)ϕz ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C0(�).

The discrete version of problem (1.1) uses the discrete set

K(T ) := {vh ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C0(�)|vh = IuD on �D and Iχ ≤ vh in �}
(with the piecewise affine functions P1(T )) and reads: Seek uh ∈ K(T ) such that

a(uh, uh − vh) ≤ F(uh − vh) for all vh ∈ K(T ). (1.4)

The finite element method is called conforming if K(T ) ⊂ K , for instance, when χ = Iχ

equals its nodal interpolation Iχ , and is called nonconforming otherwise.
After [6] and for a particular choice of �h, the discrete solution of the obstacle problem uh

solves the discrete version of the Poisson problem for w ∈ IuD + V with

a(w, v) = F(v) −
∫

�

�hv dx for all v ∈ V . (1.5)

The energy norm difference |||w − uh||| between uh and the exact solution w of the Poisson prob-
lem (1.5) can be estimated by a large collection of error estimators [14–22], in particular the ones
compared in [23, 24].
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ERROR CONTROL FOR OBSTACLES 3

This article extends the result in [6] to problems with inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary data.
Suppose wD ∈ H 1(�) satisfies wD|�D

= uD − IuD and χ − uh ≤ wD . In the conforming case
χ ≤ Iχ , our main result (Theorem 3.2) on w from (1.5) implies some computable global upper
bound (GUB) slightly sharper than

|||e||| ≤ |||w − uh||| + |||�h − J�h|||∗ +
(∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

+ 2|||wD|||. (1.6)

This bounds the error e := u − uh in the energy norm by the error |||w − uh|||. The first extra term

|||�h − J�h|||∗ := sup
v∈V \{0}

∫
�

(�h − J�h)v dx/|||v|||

relates to a nonpositive approximation J�h of �h, while
∫

�
(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx contributes

only on the transition between the contact zone and the noncontact zone. The term wD refers to
inhomogeneous Dirichlet data approximation and its minimal H 1(�) extension.

For affine obstacles, Theorem 4.1 proves efficiency in the sense of

GUB � |||e||| + |||� − �h|||∗
up to pertubations that are of higher order, at least for benchmarks with �N := ∅. The Lagrange
multiplier � is defined below in (3.10).

The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows. The interpolation operator J and
a suitable choice for wD are described in Section II. Section III presents the details of our con-
struction of �h and discusses reliability of the above estimate. Section IV discusses its efficiency
in case of affine obstacles. Section V describes an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm and six
known a posteriori error estimators from Poisson problems for the estimation of |||w − uh||| in the
GUB. Section VI discusses five computational benchmark examples. Two affine problems verify
the theoretical findings and suggest that the overhead apart from the estimator contributions is
not dominant.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Consider a regular triangulation T of � ⊆ R
2 with nodes N , free nodes M := N \�D , fixed

nodes N (�D) := N \M, edges E , Dirichlet edges E(�D) := {E ∈ E |E ⊆ �D}, Neumann edges
E(�N) := {E ∈ E |E ⊆ �N }, and interior edges E(�) := E\(E(�D) ∪ E(�N)). Each node z in
N is associated with its nodal basis functions ϕz and node patch ωz := {ϕz > 0} with diameter
hz := diam(ωz). The quantity hE ∈ P0(E) denotes the local edge length, i.e., hE |E := hE := |E|
for E ∈ E . Similarly, hT denotes the local triangle diameter, hT |T := hT := diam(T ) for T ∈ T .
Each element T ∈ T is the convex hull of the set N (T ) of its three vertices and associated to its
element patch ωT := ⋃

z∈N (T ) ωz. The set E(T ) denotes the edges on the boundary of T . For two
expressions A and B, we write “A � B” if B ≤ CA for some generic constant C that depends
only on the shape regularity of the triangulation.

Given any v ∈ H 1(�), set Jv ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C0(�) similar to [3] by

Jv :=
∑
z∈N

vzϕz with vz :=
∫

�

vϕz dx
/ ∫

�

ϕz dx ∈ R.

Given f ∈ L2(�), let osc(f , N ) :=
(∑

z∈N h2
z minfz∈R ‖f − fz‖2

L2(ωz)

)1/2
.
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4 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

Lemma 2.1. For f ∈ L2(�) and v ∈ H 1(�), it holds∫
�

(Jf )v dx =
∫

�

f (Jv) dx and
∫

�

f (v − Jv) dx � osc(f , N )|||v|||.

Proof. The first assertion follows from a direct calculation as in [3]. For the proof of the
second assertion, we refer to [25, 26].

Theorem 2.2 ([27]). Assume that uD ∈ H 1(�D) ∩ C0(�D) satisfies uD ∈ H 2(E) for all
E ∈ E(�D) with the edgewise second partial derivative ∂2

EuD/∂s2 of uD along �D and let
IuD = ∑

z∈N (�D) uD(z)ϕz denote the nodal interpolation of uD . Then there exists wD ∈ H 1(�)

with

wD|�D
= uD|�D

− IuD|�D
,

supp(wD) ⊂
⋃

{T ∈ T |T ∩ �D �= ∅},
‖wD‖L∞(�) = ‖uD − IuD‖L∞(�D),

|||wD||| �
∥∥h

3/2
E ∂2

EuD/∂s2
∥∥

L2(�D)
.

Furthermore, if χ ≤ Iχ ≤ uD it holds

χ − uh ≤ wD .

Proof. The inequality χ − uh ≤ wD is an immediate consequence of the design in [27] with
χ − uh ≤ Iχ − uh ≤ uD − IuD = wD on E ⊂ �D and (Iχ)(mid(T )) − uh(mid(T )) ≤ 0 =
wD(mid(T )) plus the linearity of wD and Iχ −uh along the lines that connect the boundary points
on E with mid(T ). The remaining details are contained in [27].

III. RELIABLE ERROR ESTIMATION

This section is devoted to the design of reliable error estimators for the Poisson problem (1.5) with
some function �h. Subsections A-C of section III introduce �h in three steps from a postprocessed
Riesz representation of a residual similar to [3, 6].

A. Residuals

The exact solution u of (1.1) defines the residual functional

σ := F − a(u, ·) ∈ V � := dual of V . (3.1)

The discrete solution uh of (1.4) defines the discrete residual functional

σh := F − a(uh, ·) ∈ V (T )� (3.2)

with the test function space V (T ) := P1(T )∩V . The two properties (3.3) and (3.4) are important
in the sequel. The discrete complementary conditions read

(uh(z) − Iχ(z))σh(ϕz) = 0 and σh(ϕz) ≤ 0 for all z ∈ M. (3.3)

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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For wD ∈ H 1(�) with wD = uD − IuD on �D and χ − uh ≤ wD in �, it holds

0 ≤ σ(e − wD). (3.4)

B. Boundary Modifications

The complementary conditions (3.3) state that σh ∈ V (T )� contains information about the con-
tact zone {uh = Iχ}. That information will be used to define some contact force on the entire
domain. However, we have to define σh also at Dirichlet nodes. Veeser mentioned that σh = 0
on �D may lead to big refinement indicators [8, p. 153 line 25]. Our own numerical experiments
confirm this observation. Here we avoid to enforce σh|�D

= 0 by extrapolation of the known
contact information as follows.

For each fixed node z ∈ N \M, we choose a neighboring free node ζ(z) ∈ M and set ζ(z) := z

for z ∈ M. In Section IV, we assume that ζ(y) ∈ ωT for all y ∈ N and that every triangle has a
free node. The proof of efficiency will make use of this further assumption, but it is not needed
for the proof of reliability at the end of Section III.

The mapping ζ defines a partition of N into card(M) many classes

ζ−1(z) := {y ∈ N |ζ(y) = z} for each z ∈ M.

For each z ∈ M set

ψz :=
∑

y∈ζ−1(z)

ϕy ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C0(�). (3.5)

Notice that (ψz|z ∈ M)is a partition of unity [25]. For each z ∈ N set

σ̂h(ϕz) :=
{

0 if χ(z) < uh(z),

σh(ϕζ(z))
∫
� ϕz dx∫

� ϕζ(z) dx else.
(3.6)

A direct consequence of (3.3) is ∑
z∈N

σ̂h(ϕz)∫
�

ϕz dx
ϕz ≤ 0. (3.7)

Remark 3.1. Veeser [8] suggests the alternative boundary modification with

σ̂h(ϕz) :=
{

0 if χ(z) < uh(z),

min{0, F(ϕz) − a(uh, ϕz) + ∫
�D

ϕz∇uh · ν ds} else.

This resembles the original definition of the residual with an additional boundary term where ν

denotes the outer unit normal along ∂�.

C. Riesz Representation and Auxiliary Problem

The Riesz representation �h ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C0(�) of the extended σ̂h ∈ (P1(T ) ∩ C0(�))� from
(3.6) in the Hilbert space L2(�) satisfies∫

�

�hϕz dx = σ̂h(ϕz) for all z ∈ N . (3.8)
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6 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

This defines the auxiliary problem (1.5) from the introduction section: Seek w ∈ IuD + V with

a(w, v) = F(v) −
∫

�

�hv dx for all v ∈ V . (3.9)

In view of (3.8), the discrete solution uh of (1.4) equals the finite element approximation of
the exact solution w of (3.9). The residual (3.1) of the exact problem also defines some Riesz
representation � ∈ L2(�) with ∫

�

�v dx = σ(v) for all v ∈ V . (3.10)

D. Main Result

The view of Braess onto the obstacle problem at hand leads to the following reliable error estimate

|||u − uh||| ≤ |||w − uh||| + |||�h − J�h|||∗ +
(∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

+ 2|||wD|||

The following result is slightly sharper and uses

a := |||w − uh||| + |||�h − J�h|||∗ + |||wD||| and b :=
∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx .

Theorem 3.2. Let u denote the exact solution of (1.1) and let uh denote the discrete solution of
(1.4) with the associated �h from (3.8) and � from (3.10). For χ ≤ Iχ and wD ∈ H 1(�) with
wD = uD − IuD on �D and χ − uh ≤ wD in �, it holds

|||u − uh||| ≤ a/2 + √
a2/4 + b + |||wD|||,

|||� − �h|||∗ ≤ |||w − uh||| + |||u − uh|||.

Some remarks are in order before the proof of Theorem 3.2 concludes this section.

Remark 3.3. The energy norm |||w − uh||| of the discretization error in the auxiliary problem
equals the dual norm

||| Res |||∗ := sup
v∈V|||v|||=1

Res(v)

of the residual Res ∈ V � defined, for v ∈ V , by

Res(v) :=
∫

�

(f − �h)v dx +
∫

�N

gv ds −a(uh, v).

(The Riesz representation theorem in the Hilbert space (V , a) yields direct proof, cf. [28] for
details.) The substitute of |||w − uh||| = ||| Res |||∗ and Vh ⊆ ker(Res) allows an interpretation of
the a posteriori error control in Theorem 3.2 in the spirit of the unified approach [29]. In fact, all
error estimators of [29, 30] apply to the control of ||| Res |||∗.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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Remark 3.4. The term
∫

�
(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx can be evaluated exactly (up to quadrature

errors). In case χ = Iχ , this term only contributes on a layer between the discrete contact zone
and the discrete noncontact zone {T ∈ T |∃z, y ∈ N (T ), χ(z) < uh(z) & σ̂h(ϕy) < 0}.
Remark 3.5. The properties of wD from Theorem 2.2 guarantee that the term |||wD||| is bounded
by the higher-order term

|||wD||| �
∥∥h

3/2
E ∂2

EuD/∂s2
∥∥

L2(�D)
.

For triangulations that consists only of right isosceles triangles along the Dirichlet boundary, the
constant in this estimate equals one. This will be proven in [31]. Furthermore, wD contributes
to

∫
�
(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx only on elements with contact near the boundary. For homogeneous

Dirichlet data, wD ≡ 0.

Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.2 implies the reliable upper bound

|||� − �h|||∗ ≤ 2|||w − uh||| + |||�h − J�h|||∗ +
(∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

+ 2|||wD|||.

Remark 3.7. As a conclusion, for the estimation of |||u − uh||| or |||� − �h|||∗ it remains to
estimate |||w−uh|||. This can be done with any a posteriori estimator known for Poisson problems,
collected in [23, 24].

Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [6] for σ+
h :=

−J�h. Indeed, for v ∈ V , (3.1) and (3.9) imply

a(u − w, v) =
∫

�

v�h dx − σ(v) =
∫

�

vJ�h dx − σ(v) +
∫

�

v(�h − J�h) dx .

For v := u − uh − wD = e − wD ∈ V , it holds∫
�

(u − uh − wD)J�h dx − σ(e − wD)

=
∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx −
∫

�

(χ − u)J�h dx − σ(e − wD).

The properties (3.4), χ − u ≤ 0, and J�h ≤ 0 from (3.7) yield

0 ≤
∫

�

(χ − u)J�h dx and 0 ≤ σ(e − wD).

Hence ∫
�

(u − uh − wD)J�h dx − σ(e − wD) ≤
∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx .

The combination of the previous equality and inequality with some algebra leads to

|||u − uh − wD|||2
= a(u − w, u − uh − wD) + a(w − uh, u − uh − wD) − a(wD , u − uh − wD)

≤ (|||w − uh||| + |||�h − J�h|||∗ + |||wD|||)|||u − uh − wD||| +
∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx .

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num



8 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

This is an inequality of the form x2 ≤ ax + b and Braess reasonably concludes x ≤ a + b1/2.
Since we are interested in sharp estimates, we deduce

0 ≤ x ≤ a/2 + √
a2/4 + b.

This and the triangle inequality

|||u − uh||| ≤ |||u − uh − wD||| + |||wD|||
prove the first assertion. Furthermore, (3.1) and (3.9) yield∫

�

(� − �h)v dx = a(u − w, v) ≤ |||u − w||||||v||| for all v ∈ V .

Hence,

|||� − �h|||∗ ≤ |||u − w|||.
The triangle inequality concludes the proof for the second assertion.

IV. EFFICIENCY

This section discusses the efficiency of the GUB and involves some notation TDC , TC , Ti , �1, �2

as follows. The set of all triangles T ∈ T along the Dirichlet boundary �D with contact of the
discrete solution on the neighborhood ωT := {K ∈ T |T ∩ K �= ∅} ⊆ {uh = Iχ} is denoted by

TDC := {T ∈ T |E(T ) ∩ E(�D) �= ∅ and uh = Iχ on ωT }.
The set of all triangles T with contact of the discrete solution {uh = Iχ} is denoted by

TC := {T ∈ T |uh = Iχ on T }.
The set of all triangles T in some layer between TDC ∪ TC and the set {Iχ ≤ uh} is denoted by

Ti := {T ∈ T |∃x, y ∈ N (ωT ), Iχ(x) = uh(x) & Iχ(y) < uh(y)}.
Here, N (ωT ) := {z ∈ N |z ∈ ωT } denotes all nodes in the element patch ωT of the triangle T . With
each T ∈ Ti we associate some (preferably interior) node zT ∈ N ∩ωT such that χ(zT ) = uh(zT )

and set �̂zT
:= {x ∈ �|x ∈ ωT or ψzT

(x) > 0}. All elements T ∈ Ti with zT ∈ �N form the set

TN := {T ∈ Ti |zT ∈ �N }
and the L2-norm over all triangles in TN reads ‖ · ‖L2(TN ).

The next theorem establishes efficiency for the GUB

GUB := 3|||w − uh||| + 2|||�h − J�h|||∗ + 2

(∫
�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

+ 4|||wD|||

from Theorem 3.2. This is the converse of

|||u − uh||| + |||� − �h|||∗ ≤ GUB

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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up to pertubation terms like oscillations with respect to node patches osc(�, N ) and elementwise
or edgewise oscillations defined by

osc(f , T ) := ‖hT (f − fT )‖L2(�), osc(g, E(�N)) := ‖hE(g − gE)‖L2(�N )

with elementwise integral mean fT |T := ∫
T

f dx /|T | and edgewise integral mean gE |E :=∫
E

g ds /|E|.

Theorem 4.1. For an affine obstacle χ = Iχ ∈ P1(�) and f ∈ H 1(�), it holds

GUB � |||u − uh||| + |||� − �h|||∗ + osc(�, N ) + osc(f , T ) + osc(g, E(�N)) + |||wD|||

+
 ∑

T ∈Ti\TC

∥∥h2
T ∇f

∥∥2

L2(ωT )

1/2

+
 ∑

T ∈TDC

‖∇wD‖L2(T )‖hT f ‖L2(T )

1/2

+ ‖∇(u − χ)‖L2(TN ).

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 follows by a combination of Claim 1 - Claim 6 below.

Claim 1. It holds |||w − uh||| ≤ |||u − uh||| + |||� − �h|||∗.

Proof of Claim 1. This is already known from [6].

Claim 2. It holds |||J�h − �h|||∗ � |||�h − �|||∗ + osc(�, N ).

Proof of Claim 2. For any v ∈ V , Lemma 2.1 shows that∫
�

(J�h)v dx =
∫

�

�hJv dx .

This and the second assertion of Lemma 2.1 lead to∫
�

(�h − J�h)v dx =
∫

�

(�h − �)(v − Jv) dx +
∫

�

�(v − Jv) dx

� |||v|||(|||�h − �|||∗ + osc(�, N )).

Claim 3. It holds∫
�

(χ − uh − wD)(J�h) dx

�
∑

T ∈TDC

hT ‖∇wD‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ) +
∑

T ∈Ti\TDC

h2
T ‖∇wD‖L2(T )‖∇(J�h)‖L2(ωT )

+
∑

T ∈Ti\TC

h2
T ‖∇(J�h)‖L2(ωT ) min

qz∈(P1(T (�̂zT
))∩C(�̂zT

))2
‖∇(χ − uh) − qz‖L2(�̂zT

).

The proof of Claim 3 employs Lemma 8 of [3] which is recalled here for convenient reading.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num



10 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

Lemma 4.2 ([3]). Let z ∈ N be either an interior point of � or a nonconvex boundary
point (so convex corner, in particular points on straight line segments are excluded). Suppose
T ∈ T , ωT := {∑z∈N (T ) ϕz > 0} with z ∈ ωT and set �̂z := {x ∈ �|ψz(x) > 0} ∪ ωT . Let

wh ∈ P1(T ) ∩ C(�) satisfy wh(z) = 0 and 0 ≤ wh on �̂z. Then, it holds

‖wh‖L2(�̂z) � hz min
qz∈(P1(T (�̂z))∩C(�̂z))

2
‖∇wh − qz‖L2(�̂z).

Proof of Claim 3. The integral
∫

�
(χ − uh − wD)(J�h) dx is analyzed for each T ∈ T . In

case that χ < uh on ωT , (3.3) yields

J�h =
∑

z∈N (T )

ϕzσ̂h(ϕz)
/ ∫

�

ϕz dx = 0 on T .

For T ∈ Ti\TC with |∂T ∩ �D| = 0, it holds wD = 0 on T and (uh − χ)(zT ) = 0 for some
zT ∈ N (ωT ). Furthermore, there exists some yT ∈ N (T ) with χ(yT ) < uh(yT ). Since (3.6) and
(3.3) yield

J�h(yT ) = σ̂h(yT )
/ ∫

ϕyT
dx = 0,

a discrete Friedrichs’ inequality shows

‖J�h‖L2(T ) � hT ‖∇(J�h)‖L2(ωT ). (4.1)

This and Lemma 4.2 yield∫
T

(χ − uh)(J�h) dx ≤ ‖χ − uh‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T )

� h2
T ‖∇(J�h)‖L2(ωT ) min

qz∈(P1(T (�̂zT
))∩C(�̂zT

))2
‖∇(χ − uh) − qz‖L2(�̂zT

).

If zT ∈ �D , Lemma 4.2 is not applicable. However, this case is insignificant for the following
reason. Since zT is chosen preferably as an inner node, zT ∈ �D implies N (ωz) ∩ {uh = Iχ} ⊆
N (�D). Hence σ̂h(y) = 0 for all y ∈ N (T ). Consequently, J�h = 0 on T . In case that the
isolated contact node zT belongs to a convex corner or a straight-line segment of �N , it follows
that ∫

T

(χ − uh)(J�h) dx ≤ h2
T ‖∇(χ − uh)‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ).

In fact, free nodes on convex corners lead to exceptional situations in some second-order positive
approximation [32].

For T ∈ T with |∂T ∩ �D| > 0 the integral equals∫
T

(χ − uh − wD)(J�h) dx =
∫

T

(χ − uh)(J�h) dx −
∫

T

wD(J�h) dx

≤ ‖χ − uh‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ) + ‖wD‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ).

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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Since wD = 0 on ∂T \�D , a Friedrichs inequality shows∫
T

(χ − uh − wD)(J�h) dx � ‖χ − uh‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ) + hT ‖∇wD‖L2(T )‖J�h‖L2(T ).

The first summand vanishes if uh = χ on T or χ < uh on ωT . Otherwise, it holds T ∈ Ti and
Lemma 4.2 leads for z = zT ∈ N (�) to

‖χ − uh‖L2(�̂z) � hzT
min

q∈(P 1(T (�̂zT
))∩C(�̂zT

))2
‖∇(χ − uh) − q‖L2(�̂zT

).

The factor ‖J�h‖L2(T ) can be treated as in (4.1), except in case uh = χ on ωT which implies
T ∈ TDC .

Claim 4. For any T ∈ T , it holds

hT ‖J�h‖L2(T ) � hT ‖f ‖L2(ωT )

+ min
qT ∈(P1(T (ωT ))∩C(ωT ))2

(‖∇uh − qT ‖L2(ωT ) + h
1/2
T ‖(g − qT · ν)‖L2(�N ∩∂ωT )

)
, (4.2)

h2
T ‖∇(J�h)‖L2(T ) � h2

T ‖∇f ‖L2(ωT )

+ min
qT ∈(P1(T (ωT ))∩C(ωT ))2

(‖∇uh − qT ‖L2(ωT ) + h
1/2
T ‖(g − qT · ν)‖L2(�N ∩∂ωT )

)
. (4.3)

Proof of Claim 4. Since J�h = h, this is Lemma 7 in [3].

Claim 5. It holds

min
qT ∈(P1(T (ωT ))∩C(ωT ))2

(‖∇uh − qT ‖2
L2(ωT )

+ hT ‖g − qE · ν‖2
L2(�N ∩∂ωT )

)
�

∑
E∈E(ωT )

min
qE∈(P1(T (ωE))∩C(ωT ))2

(‖∇uh − qE‖2
L2(ωE)

+ hT ‖g − qE · ν‖2
L2(�N ∩E)

)
�

∑
E∈E(ωT )

hE‖[∇uh · ν]‖2
L2(E)

+
∑

E∈E(�N )

hE‖g − ∇uh · ν‖2
L2(�N ∩E)

,

min
qz∈(P1(T (�̂zT

))∩C(�̂zT
))2

‖∇(χ − uh) − qz‖L2(�̂zT
) �

∑
E∈E(�zT

)

hE‖[∇(χ − uh) · ν]‖2
L2(E)

.

Proof of Claim 5. The first estimate follows from (3.4) in [33, p. 951]. Consider an inner
edge E ∈ E(�) and set qE := (∇uh|T1 − ∇uh|T2)/2. This yields

‖∇uh − qE‖2
L2(ωE)

= 1/4‖[∇uh · ν]‖2
L2(ωE)

= |ωE|/(4|E|) ‖[∇uh · ν]‖2
L2(E)

.

For any Neumann edge E ∈ E(�N), ωE consists of only one element T and we can set
qE := ∇uh|T . This proves the second asserted estimate.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num



12 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

Claim 6. It holds

hT ‖fT + �h‖L2(T ) � ‖∇(w − uh)‖L2(T ) + osc(f , T ) for all T ∈ T ,

h
1/2
E ‖[∇uh · ν]‖L2(E) � ‖∇(w − uh)‖L2(ωE) + osc(f , T (ωE)) for all E ∈ E(�),

h
1/2
E ‖∇uh · ν − g‖L2(E) � ‖∇(w − uh)‖L2(TE) + osc(f , TE) + osc(g, E) for all E ∈ E(�N).

Proof of Claim 6. Those estimates are well-known and follow from an error analysis for the
explicit residual-based error estimator for Poisson problems with bubble functions [18, 22].

This section concludes with some remarks in order to support our claim that in model examples
—such as the benchmarks below— GUB is equivalent to |||u−uh|||+|||�−�h|||∗ up to higher-order
terms.

Remark 4.3 (Comment on osc(�, N )). Since � is merely an L2(�) function, it is not clear a
priori that the term osc(�, N ) is of higher order. Consider the maximal open set C with u = χ

on C and the set U := ⋃
ε>0 Bε with the maximal open set Bε with χ + ε ≤ u on Bε. Then,

� = 0 on U and � = f on C.

The set C is regarded as the set of contact and the set U is the set of noncontact. Hence, the
oscillations of � on C ∪ U are bounded by the oscillations of f , while the contributions of �

within the free boundary F := �\(C ∪ U) may be not because of discontinuities.

Remark 4.4 (Heuristic analysis on osc(�, N ) = higher-order term). In simple model scenar-
ios, the free boundary F is indeed a one-dimensional submanifold, cf. Examples 1-3 below, where
� is piecewise smooth and bounded. Therefore, we expect

min
�z∈R

‖� − �z‖2
L2(ωz)

≈ |ωz|

close to the free boundary while it is of higher order elsewhere. For the local mesh-size h(s) along
the parametrization of the curve F by arc-length 0 ≤ s ≤ L := |γ | � 1, it holds |ωz| ≈ h(s)2

near any point γ (s) ∈ ωz. The node patches

N (F) := {z ∈ N |ωz ∩ F �= ∅}

along F are coupled with J := |N (F)| + 1 many points γ (t0), . . . , γ (tJ ), along γ with
0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tJ = L. The nonsmooth contributions osc(�, N (F)) of osc(�, N ) in
the neighborhood of γ sum up to

∑
z∈N (F)

h2
z min

�z∈R

‖� − �z‖2
L2(ωz)

�
J∑

j=0

h(tj )
4 �

J∑
j=0

h(tj )
3(tj+1 − tj ) (with tJ+1 := L + h(L))

=
∫ L

0
h(s)3 ds ≤ L h3

max � h3
max.

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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TABLE I. Classes of a posteriori error estimators used in this article.

No Classes of error estimators Class representatives

1 Explicit residual-based ηR
2 Averaging ηMP1
3 Equilibration ηB, ηLW, ηEQL
4 Least-square ηLS
5 Localization ηCF

Here hmax denotes the maximal mesh-size along γ which is relatively small compared with the
maximal mesh-size maxT ∈T hT of the triangulation T for all the adaptive meshes in the numerical
examples of Section VI. Therefore,

osc(�, N (F)) � h3/2
max

is of higher order compared to |||u − uh|||.

Remark 4.5. The remaining critical contribution ‖∇wD‖L2(T )‖hT f ‖L2(T ) arises only for a rel-
atively small number of triangles along the Dirichlet boundary. It vanishes for boundary triangles
T /∈ TDC without contact at the Dirichlet boundary. It also vanishes for piecewise affine Dirichlet
data uD .

Remark 4.6. The contribution ‖∇(u − χ)‖L2(TN ) vanishes for pure Dirichlet boundary prob-
lems with �N = ∅. This is valid for all our benchmark examples in Section VI. It also vanishes
for triangles without contact at the Neumann boundary in its neighborhood ωT .

V. ERROR ESTIMATION AND ADAPTIVE MESH-REFINEMENT ALGORITHM

This section studies the five classes of a posteriori estimators from Table I and explains our
adaptive mesh-refinement algorithm for problems with �D = ∂�. Modifications for Neumann
boundary problems are possible.

A. Five Types of a Posteriori Error Estimators

i. Explicit residual-based error estimator. The standard residual estimator

ηR := ‖hT (f − �h)‖L2(�) +
(∑

E∈E
hE‖[∇uh · νE]‖2

L2(E)

)1/2

is a guaranteed upper bound of |||w −uh|||. In all our examples, T consists of right isosceles
triangles, hence |||w−uh||| ≤ ηR [34]. Here, [∇uh ·νE] denotes the jump of [∇uh ·νE] across
E ∈ E , which is set to zero along any Dirichlet edge E ∈ E(∂�).

ii. Minimal P1(T ; R
2) averaging [35]. The error estimator

ηMP1 := min
q∈P1(T ;R2)∩C(�;R2)

‖∇uh − q‖L2(�)

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num



14 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

shows very accurate results for the Laplace equation but only yields an upper bound for
|||w − uh||| up to some not-displayed reliability constant Crel.

iii. Least-square estimator. An integration by parts yields, for any q ∈ H(div, �) and
f̂ = f − �h with elementwise integral mean f̂T ∈ P0(T ), that∫

�

∇(w − uh) · ∇v dx =
∫

�

(f̂ − f̂T )v dx +
∫

�

(f̂T + div q)v dx +
∫

�

(∇uh − q) · ∇v dx .

After [19, 20, 24], this results in the error estimator

ηLS := min
q∈RT0(T )

CF ‖f̂T + div q‖L2(�) + ‖∇uh − q‖L2(�) + osc(f̂ , T )/π

with (upper bounds of the) Friedrichs’ constant CF := supv∈V \{0} ‖v‖L2(�)/|||v|||. Our
interpretation of Repin’s variant (without the oscillation split) reads

ηRepin := min
q∈RT0(T )

CF ‖f̂ + div q‖L2(�) + ‖∇uh − q‖L2(�) + osc(f̂ , T )/π .

This paper studies the least-square variant ηLS rather than Repin’s majorant ηRepin for reasons
discussed in [24, subsection 13 of section IV].

iv. Luce-Wohlmuth error estimator [21]. Luce and Wohlmuth suggest to solve local prob-
lems around each node on the dual triangulation T � of T and compute some equilibrated
quantity qLW. The dual triangulation T � connects each triangle center mid(T ), T ∈ T , with
the edge midpoints mid(E(T )) and nodes N (T ) and so divides each triangle T ∈ T into 6
subtriangles of area |T |/6.

Consider some node z ∈ N (T ) and its nodal basis function ϕ�
z with the fine patch

ω�
z := {ϕ�

z > 0} of the dual triangulation T � and its neighboring triangles T �(z) :=
{T � ∈ T �|z ∈ N �(T )}. Since ∇uh ∈ P0(T ) is continuous along ∂ω�

z ∩ T for any T ∈ T ,
q · ν = ∇uh · ν ∈ P0(E�(∂ω�

z)) is well-defined on the boundary edges E�(∂ω�
z) of ω�

z . With
fT ,z := ∫

T
(f − �h)ϕz dx /|T �| and the local spaces

Q(T �(z)) := {
τh ∈ RT0(T �(z))| div τh|T � + fT ,z = 0 on T � ∈ T � with

N �(T �) ∩ N (T ) = {z} and q · ν = ∇uh · ν along ∂ω�
z\∂�

}
,

the mixed finite element method solves

q|ω�
z

:= argmin
τh∈Q(T �(z))

‖qh − τh‖L2(ω�
z).

The choice f � ∈ P0(T �) with f �|T � := fT ,z on T � ∈ T � with N (T ) ∩ N �(T �) = z for
the divergence differs from the original one of [21], but it also satisfies the local compati-
bility condition

∫
ω�

z
f �dx = ∫

∂ω�
z
∇uh · νds. Since

∫
T
(f � − f + �h)dx = 0, it allows for

an improved bound for |||f − �h + div qLW|||� with explicitly known constants, namely

|||f − �h + div qLW|||� ≤ ‖hT (f − �h − f �)‖L2(�)/π .

The remaining degrees of freedom permit proper boundary fluxes and∫
�

qLW · Curlϕ�
z dx =

∫
�

∇uh · Curlϕ�
z dx for all z ∈ N .

Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations DOI 10.1002/num
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Here, Curl denotes the rotated gradient Curlv := (−∂v/∂x2, ∂v/∂x1). Then, the Luce-
Wohlmuth error estimator in our preferred modification reads

ηLW := ‖∇uh − qLW‖L2(�) + ‖hT (f − �h + div qLW)‖L2(�)/π .

v. Equilibration error estimator by Braess. Braess [22, 36] designs, for every z ∈ N , bro-
ken Raviart-Thomas functions rz ∈ RT−1(T (z)) := {q ∈ L2(�; R

2)|∀T ∈ T (z), q|T ∈
RT0(T (z))} on T (z) := {T ∈ T |z ∈ N (T )} that satisfy

div rz|T = −
∫

T

(f − �h)ϕz dx /|T | for T ∈ T (z),

[rz · νE]E = −[∇uh · νE]E/2 on E ∈ E(z) ∩ E(∂�),

rz · ν = 0 along ∂ωz\E(∂�).

The set E(z) denotes the edges that have z ∈ N in common. Eventually, the quantity
qB := ∇uh + ∑

z∈N rz ∈ RT0(T ) satisfies div qB|T = − ∫
T
(f − �h) dx /|T | for every

T ∈ T . The resulting error estimator reads

ηB := ‖∇uh − qB‖L2(�) + osc(f − �h, T )/π .

vi. Equilibration error estimator by Ladeveze. The fluxes qL designed by Ladeveze-
Leguillon [37] act as Neumann boundary conditions for local problems on each triangle, cf.
also [14] for details. Given the local function space H 1

D(T ) := H 1(T )/R if |T ∩ �D| = 0
and H 1

D(T ) := {v ∈ H 1(T )|v = 0 on ∂T ∩ �D} otherwise, seek φT ∈ H 1
D(T ) with∫

T

φT · ∇v dx =
∫

T

(f − �h)v dx −
∫

T

∇uh · ∇v dx +
∫

∂T

qL · νT v ds

for all v ∈ H 1
D(T ). Then the error estimate reads

|||w − uh||| ≤ ηEQL :=
(∑

T ∈T
‖∇φT ‖2

L2(T )

)1/2

.

vii. Carstensen-Funken error estimator. The partition of unity property of the nodal basis
functions leads in [34] to the solution of local problems on node patches: For every z ∈ N
seek

wz ∈ Wz :=
{{

v ∈ H 1
loc(ωz)|

∥∥ϕ1/2
z ∇v

∥∥
L2(ωz)

< ∞, v = 0 on �D ∩ ∂ωz

}
if z ∈ �D ,{

v ∈ H 1
loc(ωz)|

∥∥ϕ1/2
z ∇v

∥∥
L2(ωz)

< ∞}
/R otherwise

with∫
ωz

ϕz∇wz · ∇v dx =
∫

ωz

ϕz(f − �h)v dx −
∫

ωz

∇uh · ∇(ϕzv) dx for all v ∈ Wz.

Then the error estimator reads

|||w − uh||| ≤ ηCF :=
(∑

z∈N

∥∥ϕ1/2
z ∇wz

∥∥2

L2(ωz)

)1/2

.
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16 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

In the computations for ηCF and ηEQL, all the local problems are solved with fourth-order
polynomials for simplicity. The computed values are regarded as very good approximations.
However, strictly speaking the values displayed for ηEQL or ηCF are lower bounds of the
guaranteed upper bounds.

B. Adaptive Mesh Refinement Algorithm and Notation

This section explains our adaptive mesh refinement algorithm and notation for the global upper
bound GUB(ηxyz). Throughout this section,

|||wD||| �
∥∥h

3/2
E ∂2

EuD/∂s2
∥∥

L2(�D)

denotes the computable upper bound for |||wD||| from Theorem 2.2. The constant hidden in � is
lower than 1 as proven in [31]. The quantity |||�h − J�h|||∗ is estimated by its upper bound from
Lemma 2.1

|||�h − J�h|||∗ � osc(�h, N ) :=
(∑

z∈N
h2

z min
fz∈R

‖�h − fz‖2
L2(ωz)

)1/2

.

In our computations, the constants hidden in � were set to 1 for simplicity. Moreover, there is the
contact-related contribution

µh :=
(∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

.

Automatic mesh refinement generates a sequence of meshes T0, T1, T2,…by succesive mesh
refinement according to a bulk criterion with parameter 0 < � ≤ 1.

Algorithm.

INPUT coarse mesh T0, 0 < θ ≤ 1. For level � = 0, 1, 2, . . . until termination do

COMPUTE discrete solution uhon T� (e.g. with the MATLAB routine quadprog) and �h from
Section III.

ESTIMATE by

GUB(ηxyz) = (ηxyz + osc(�h, N ) + 3|||wD|||)/2

+
√

µ2
h + (ηxyz + osc(�h, N ) + |||wD|||)2

with ηxyz replaced by any of the estimators ηR, ηMP1, ηLS, ηLW, ηEQL, or ηCF from
Subsection A of section V.
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FIG. 1. Red-, blue-, and green-refinement of a triangle.

MARK minimal set M� ⊆ T� of elements such that the refinement indicators

η(T )2 = |T |‖f − �h‖2
L2(T )

+
∑

E∈E(T )

|T |1/2‖[∇uh]E · νE‖2
L2(E)

+
∫

T

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx +1

3

∑
z∈N (T )

h2
z min

fz∈R

‖�h − J�h(z)‖2
L2(ωz)

+
∑

E∈E(T )∩E(�D)

h3
E

∥∥∂2
EuD/∂s2

∥∥2

L2(E)
for all T ∈ T�,

satisfy

�
∑
T ∈T�

η(T )2 ≤
∑

T ∈M�

η(T )2.

REFINE by red-refinement of elements in M� and red-green-blue-refinement (Fig. 1) of fur-
ther elements to avoid hanging nodes and compute T�+1.

OUTPUT efficiency index GUB(ηxyz)/|||e||| and relative contribution ηxyz/GUB(ηxyz) for ηxyz.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

This section studies the five benchmark examples from Table II.

A. Benchmark Example 1

The first benchmark from [5] concerns the constant obstacle χ = Iχ ≡ 0 on the square domain
� = (−1, 1)2 subject to smooth Dirichlet data uD(r , ϕ) = r2 − 0.49 and right-hand side

f (r , ϕ) =
{

−16r2 + 3.92 for r > 0.7

−5.8408 + 3.92r2 for r ≤ 0.7.
,

TABLE II. Benchmark examples and corresponding section numbers.

Section Short name Problem data Feature

A Square domain f �= uD �= 0, χ ≡ 0 Smooth solution
B L-shaped domain f �= 0, χ ≡ uD ≡ 0 Corner singularity
C Square domain f �= χ �= uD �= 0 Cusp obstacle
D Square domain f ≡ 1, χ = dist(x, ∂�), uD ≡ 0 1d contact zone
E Square domain f = −�χ , χ = (1 − x2)(y2 − 1) Nonaffine obstacle
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18 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

FIG. 2. Convergence history of the energy error as a function of the number of unknowns for uniform and
adaptive mesh refinements (left) and adaptive mesh on level � = 9 (right) in subsection A of section VI.

The exact solution of (1.1) reads

u(r , ϕ) = max{0, r2 − 0.49}2.

The adaptive algorithm of subsection B of section V ran on uniform and adaptive meshes, one
is displayed in Fig. 2 on the right-hand side. The contact zone {r < 0.7} is less refined while its
boundary {r = 1} is much more refined than the remaining part of the domain caused by contri-
butions of the extra terms µh and osc(�h, N ). Since there is no contact along the boundary ∂�,
the critical boundary term of Remark 4.5 does not arise and there holds efficiency as discussed in
part one of this paper.

Figure 2 displays the convergence history of the exact error for uniform and adaptive mesh
refinement. Since the solution is smooth, we observe the optimal empirical convergence rate 1/2
for uniform mesh refinement and marginal improvement by adaptive mesh refinement. The con-
centration on the boundary of the contact zone indeed improves the convergence rate slightly and
supports the heuristic argument of Remark 4.4. In a neighbourhood of the boundary between the
contact zone {u = χ} and the noncontact zone {u > χ} the mesh is quasi-uniformly contributed
with a relatively small local maximal mesh-size hmax.

Figure 3 compares the efficiency indices Ixyz := GUB(ηxzy)/|||e||| of the global upper bounds
GUB(ηxzy) for the six choices of ηxyz and the relative contribution ηxyz/GUB(ηxzy). The efficiency
index is around 10 but decreases slowly to values between 1 and 2 except for ηR that remains at 10.
This is due to the decrease of the extra terms and consistent with the observation that the relative
contribution of ηxyz becomes more and more dominant. As a consequence, there is a significant
impact of the accuracy of ηxyz on the efficiency of the global upper bound GUB(ηxzy).

B. Benchmark Example 2

The second benchmark example from [3] mimics a typical corner singularity on the L-shaped
domain � = (−2, 2)2\([0, 2] × [−2, 0]) with constant obstacle χ = Iχ ≡ 0 and homogeneous
Dirichlet data uD ≡ 0 along ∂�, with the right-hand side

f (r , ϕ) := −r2/3 sin(2ϕ/3)(7/3 (∂g/∂r)(r)/r + (∂2g/∂r2)(r)) − H(r − 5/4),

g(r) := max{0, min{1, −6s5 + 15s4 − 10s3 + 1}}
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FIG. 3. Efficiency indices of the global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) and relative contribution of ηxyz to the
GUB as functions of the number of unknowns for uniform (left) and adaptive (right) refinement in subsection
A of section VI.

for s := 2(r − 1/4) and the Heaviside function H . The exact solution reads

u(r , ϕ) := r2/3g(r) sin(2ϕ/3).

The contact zone {r > 3/4} has a nonvoid intersection with the boundary ∂�. Hence, the critical
boundary term of Remark 4.5 does not arise and there holds efficiency as discussed in part one
of this paper. Due to the homogeneous Dirichlet data, wD ≡ 0.

The experimental convergence rate for uniform refinement is about 0.4 and adaptive refinement
improves it to the optimal value 0.5 and, moreover, it shortens the preasymptotic range depicted
in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 monitors the efficiency of the upper bound for uniform and adaptive mesh refinement.
In this example, the impact of the extra terms decreases faster and a proper choice of ηxyz becomes
even more important than in the first two Examples. As known from ηMP1 in a posteriori error

FIG. 4. Convergence history of the energy error as a function of the number of unknowns for uniform and
adaptive mesh refinements (left) and adaptive mesh on level � = 9 (right) in subsection B of section VI.
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20 CARSTENSEN AND MERDON

FIG. 5. Efficiency indices of the global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) and relative contribution of ηxyz to the
GUB as functions of the number of unknowns for uniform (left) and adaptive (right) refinement in subsection
B of section VI.

estimation for Poisson Problems, the upper bound GUB(ηMP1) almost arrives at effiency index 1.
Figure 4 visualises that the adaptive mesh refinement spares the contact zone. As in the other
Examples, all error estimators except ηR perform very well with efficiency indices below 2.

C. Benchmark Example 3

The third example from [5] involves �, f and uD from subsection A of section VI and the obstacle

χ := max{−2, 1 − 50 max{|x|, |y|}}

with a cusp. Since the exact solution is unknown, the solution on the triangulation red2(T�), which
is obtained by two additional red-refinements of T�, acts as an approximation of u for the com-
putation of the energy error |||u − uh||| on T�. The obstacle is piecewise affine but not on the initial
coarse triangulation depicted in Fig. 6 for � = 0 (left). However, χ ≤ Iχ leads to a conforming
discretization. Therefore, GUB is a valid upper bound.

Figure 6 on the convergence history indicates that the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm
recovers the optimal empirical convergence rate. However, Fig. 6 conveys that the efficiency
indices of all global upper bounds GUB(ηxyz) are above 10 for uniform mesh refinement, and
between 6 and 10 for adaptive mesh refinement. The peak at around 300 unknowns in the right-
hand side of Fig. 7 is due to a sudden growth of osc(�h, N ) possibly caused by the gradual
revelation of the real obstacle χ by the adaptive mesh refinement. In this example, the overhead
terms µh and osc(�h, N ) are not of higher order, so there is a strong indication that the heuristic
argument of Remark 4.4 fails for nonsmooth obstacles as in this example.

D. Benchmark Example 4

In order to explore the limitations of the theoretical results, the fourth benchmark uses the constant
right-hand side f ≡ 1 and the nonaffine obstacle χ(x, y) = dist((x, y), ∂�) from [3] of the square
domain � = (−1, 1)2 with homogeneous Dirichlet data uD ≡ wD ≡ 0 on �D := ∂�. The initial
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FIG. 6. Convergence history of the energy error as a function of the number of unknowns for uniform and
adaptive mesh-refinements (left) and adaptive mesh on level � = 12 (right) in subsection C of section VI.

triangulation consists of 4 elements such that χ = Iχ . Since the exact solution is unknown, the
solution on the triangulation red2(T�), which is obtained by two additional red-refinements of T�,
acts as an approximation of u for the computation of the energy error |||u − uh||| on T�.

In contrast to the first two benchmarks, the obstacle is not globally affine and the contact zone
reduces to the lines

{(x, y) ∈ (0, 1)2|y = x or y = 1 − x}.
While uniform refinement yields the optimal empirical convergence rate, the adaptive process

has a rather long stagnating preasymptotic range as shown in Fig. 8! But, since the exact energy
error is unknown and was approximated by some hierarchic estimator, we cannot say that this
holds also for the real energy error. However, the right-hand side of Fig. 8 shows an overkill
refinement of the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm along the contact edges due to very high

FIG. 7. Efficiency indices of the global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) and relative contribution of ηxyz to the
GUB as functions of the number of unknowns for uniform (left) and adaptive (right) refinement in subsection
C of section VI.
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FIG. 8. Convergence history of the energy error as a function of the number of unknowns for uniform and
adaptive mesh refinements (left) and adaptive mesh on level � = 9 (right) in subsection D of section VI.

contributions of the extra terms and nonvanishing edge jumps of ∇u on these edges. A similar
behavior was observed in [3] and is expected for every error estimator that is based on edge jumps
of ∇uh.

As the error estimators have been derived for affine obstacles, the efficiency result of Section
IV cannot be expected to hold. In fact, Fig. 9 indicates that the upper bound GUB(ηxyz) is not
efficient with respect to |||e|||. The efficiency indices blow up (over 100) for uniform mesh refine-
ment. As the relative contribution of ηxyz to the upper bound is nearly constant, the extra terms
do not converge faster than ηxyz, hence are not of higher order in this example. Adaptive mesh
refinement seems to restore the efficiency with efficiency indices around 20, but this is still not
rewarding regarding the poor results on the actual error reduction on the produced meshes.

FIG. 9. Efficiency indices of the global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) and relative contribution of ηxyz to the
GUB as functions of the number of unknowns for uniform (left) and adaptive (right) refinement in subsection
D of section VI.
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FIG. 10. Convergence history of the energy error as a function of the number of unknowns for uniform
and adaptive mesh refinements (left) and adaptive mesh on level � = 9 (right) in subsection E of section VI.

E. Benchmark Example 5

The last benchmark illustrates that the global upper bound GUB is also applicable to problems
with smooth obstacle χ(x, y) = −(x2 − 1)(y2 − 1) for the square domain � = (−1, 1)2 and
f ≡ −�χ from [38] with the exact solution u ≡ χ .

Due to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, wD could be set to 0. But this is a
nonconforming obstacle problem with possibly uh /∈ K . Hence the proof of property (3.4) would
fail. Instead, the choice wD := − min{0, uh − χ} ≥ 0 after [39] in Theorem 3.2 leads to an
admissable test function uh + wD ∈ K and the same global upper bound GUB with the extra
terms (only for this section)

µh :=
(∫

�

(χ − uh − wD)J�h dx

)1/2

and |||wD||| := ||| min{0, uh − χ}|||.

Figure 10 shows that the adaptive mesh refinement barely worsens the empirical convergence
rate. Figure 11 displays that efficiency indices are not as good as in the affine examples due to the
contribution |||wD||| that is not of higher order when compared to |||u − uh|||. But we observe a sig-
nificant improvement of the efficiency indices through adaptive mesh-refinement which reduces
the relative contribution |||wD||| to the GUB.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND COMMENTS

A. Error Control via Error Estimators for Poisson problems

A posteriori error estimators ηxyz for Poisson problems can easily be applied by modification of the
right-hand side after Braess [6] and lead to reliable error estimators for obstacle problems with effi-
ciency indices in the range of 1–3. This enables guaranteed error control for variational inequalities
with efficiency almost as accurate as for the variational equations–at least for affine obstacles. The
global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) consists of other contributions that may dominate on triangulations
where the boundary of the contact zone is only roughly resolved. Therefore, we included their
local contributions in the refinement indicators, cf. η(T ) in Subsection B of section V. Undisplayed
experiments have convinced us that without those extra terms from µh + osc(�h, N ) + |||wD|||,
the adaptive mesh refinement yields inferior efficiency of the GUB.
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FIG. 11. Efficiency indices of the global upper bound GUB(ηxyz) and relative contribution of ηxyz to the
GUB as functions of the number of unknowns for uniform (left) and adaptive (right) refinement in subsection
E of section VI.

B. Efficiency

For affine obstacles as in subsections A and B of section VI, we observe efficiency of GUB(ηxyz)

and reasonable adaptive mesh refinement. As a limitation of the theoretical predictions, subsec-
tion D of section VI illustrates that efficiency cannot be guaranteed for nonaffine obstacles. In
that example, none of the a posteriori error estimators leads to an efficient GUB and the error
reduction through adaptive mesh refinement is even inferior to uniform mesh-refinement. This is
also observed for the error estimator suggested in [3]. As shown in [7], the edge contributions
appear to be responsible for the loss of efficiency. Hence, all estimators that are based on edge
contributions are expected to fail in this example; compare also [8].

C. Accurate Error Control Pays Off

The solve of an obstacle problem is more costly than the solve of a Poisson problem. Therefore,
a sharp error estimator that prevents unnecessary over-refinements is even more important for a
termination criterion. As for Poisson problems, apart from the residual-based error estimator ηR,
all tested error estimators ηxyz are highly accurate, at least in subsection A, B, and E of section
VI where the overhead terms µh and osc(�h, N ) become small. Among the tested error estima-
tors, all more elaborated error estimators performed almost equally well. However, ηEQL and ηCF

solve the local problems only approximately, so they are only lower bounds for their associated
guaranteed upper bounds. This may lead to a preference of the least-square error estimator ηLS or
the equilibration error estimators ηB of Braess or ηLW of Luce-Wohlmuth.

D. Adaptive Mesh Refinement

The adaptive mesh design of this article is based on the explicit residual-based error estimator
ηR. Undisplayed numerical experiments without mesh-refinement indication based on ηxyz from
Table I lead to comparable results. This was also observed for adaptive mesh refinement algorithms
for Poisson problems in [23, 24].
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